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Engine Talk by Terry Bird

Could not refuse call of footplate...
It is true to say that I could read round the wheel (to
work out valve events) before I started school.
My Dad had a piece of twisted wire bent at 90
degrees to each other to represent the big ends of the locomotive, he would instruct me and then in turn I had to question
him and check out his answers.
So once I had mastered that Dad would indoctrinate
me with all the technical details and would always be asking
me questions to make sure it had sunk in.
It was for me an enjoyable lesson but for my late
mother, who had been better educated than Dad, it was a reason to forever berate him. She had a wonderful career pattern
all worked out. Dream on Mum, I could not refuse the call of
the footplate.
Of all the GW locomotives, to me the finest was the
humble 2800/3800 heavy freight engines. They plodded all
over the system and would pull any load from a wagon to a
thousand tons of coal. No matter how dirty the fire, how rough
was the engine they would always get you home, they were
forgiving if you didn’t fire them right and were economical on
coal and, when needed, could turn out a fair lick of speed.
To the many train-spotters in the days of steam the
most elusive class was the 4700 2-8-0 express freight engines.
Just 10 were built and they were used almost exclusively on
the night vacuum goods that ran between the capital and all
points of the western region. They were known as the ‘Night
Owls’ and what a lovely engine they were.

Joe H. Ng, Editor & Publisher

In order to create rapid vacuum to take your brake off
quickly they were fitted with a four cone ejector. I lie not, if the
engine was blowing off steam through the safety valves and
you opened up the ejector with 50 vans on the engine would
stop blowing off such was the consumption of steam.
Every day of the year including Christmas, Huntley
and Palmers the biscuit maker in Reading had a block train of
50 fitted vans which ran to Birkenhead from Scours Lane. This
train had almost passenger timings and its first booked stop
was Wolverhampton Low Level for water.
You could almost guarantee a clear road for this and
as such you needed a full box of fire to start with. This particular night the guard gave my driver the load and said to pull up
the yard gently, and as soon as he got in the van, he would
wave his lamp and we would be right away. We got the light,
my mate blew the whistle and out into the mainline.
As soon as we cleared the Scours he opened up the
regulator to the second port, and 4705 bit into the rail and the
sparks started flying out of the chimney. Firing now would be
non-stop, flap down, shovel in, flap up, exhaust injector on
singing away.
As we approached Oxford the down main distant was
on, a feverish ballet then took place. Me dancing over the
footplate to put the live steam injector on, dance back knock of
the exhaust, wind the handbrake on as hard as possible to
buffer up the vans before applying the vacuum brake or the
guard would go flying through the van.
My driver was f---ing and blinding and casting grave
doubts about the birthrights of all signalmen as the train
slowed down. The home signal came off but a red light shone
from the box.
We eased our way and stopped adjacent, the bobby
(signalman) came over and shouted up that two nurses had
missed the last train back to Banbury and could we put them
in the guard ‘s van and drop them off at the platform in
Banbury and he and his cohorts down the line would
“massage” the time.
My driver’s look said it all. But we pulled into the platform and stopped by the nurses. They looked petrified.
“Here, get up in the corner and stay out of my mate’s
way,” he informed them.
The perfume was wonderful, such a change from oil
and paraffin. We were off again and I got the long pricker bar
out and pulled the fire through, and with the skill of a fly fisherman swung it back round and into the rack.
It was then non-stop with the shovel, 4705 was roaring up the stack and the engine was rolling as if in a force nine
but this was quite normal. I was dripping with sweat as we
pulled up in the platform.
We had just taken water over the troughs but my
mate said that we could fib and claim we had to stop at the
column as the troughs were dry.
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The girls got off and one said to me “You poor man
how do you work in such conditions?” and offered us a 10
shilling note (50p). My mate did suggest they could pay in
kind but as we were running late we would catch them again.
They laughed and blew us a kiss and suddenly all my
aches and pains evaporated. Such is the power of love.

from the Editor....

Joe H. Ng

Most model clubs are usually initiated and guided by
"builders". The group usually starts out very small, just a few
people that get together informally to talk about what they are
building and share some techniques. As many may know,
this nucleus becomes an organization in some form, and
some grow astronomically. I personally favor the controlled
growth method myself, but that is for another discussion.
It's this group of builders that will lead the group into an
uncharted future with the aim of comradery and building a
positive climate.
But the important discussion for the future is the new
kind of builder. This builder may or may not have expertise, or
for that matter any experience in the nuts and bolts of making
a model from scratch, but has the desire to belong and lend
any assistance they can to help the organization move forward
in an affirmative way. This new builder is a team builder.
Despite the ongoing, nagging negativity generated in a club by
just a handful, the new builder will persist and look for ways to
move the club forward and assure its longevity.
The new builder will ask why not, and pursue paths to
help make this club a "normal club". I find it very inspirational
that a major club in the northeast has adopted a saying of
"each one teach one'. This positive motto comes from the
educational publishing field and reminds me of my K-8 textbook design days as a young graphic artist when I first joined
the Norfork St. group over 30 years ago. Some normal things
are having well funded and maintained club-teaching equipment that will inspire new members. We may even go as far
as having a learning center for computer/internet learning, or
even repair/machining facilities. We can achieve this by side
stepping negativity. Perhaps the best motto for an organization on the move is for members to lead, follow, or just get out
of the way. Negativity needs to be shunned, and if necessary
shunning the forces that constantly bring on negativity.
Moving ahead on another subject, this may be an
opportunity to ask experienced members if they would like to
come forward and be a mentor. Show a new member or, for
that matter a veteran member around the highline or groundline. There are so many members in WLS that have never
run. Senior people, reach out to the other members.

Club Meeting Highlights
January Meeting
The 2011 WLS Annual meeting was rescheduled to
Tuesday 1/18/2011 due to a heavy snow storm on Thursday
1/13. Turns out that Tuesday had 4-5 inches of snow followed
icy rainy mix later in the day. The meeting went on as scheduled. VP Joe was first to arrive at 7:15 pm and setup only 20
chairs anticipating a slow night. President Jim, Treasurer Jim
along with Bill Gagne and Tim Jones soon arrived. New
prospective member Jamie Sullivan also attended the meeting
to get information about joining the club. By 8:45pm, we concluded that no one else will be coming to the meeting and we
did not have the minimum number of members to form a quorum. We all headed home at 9:15.
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February Meeting
The 2011 WLS annual meeting (as required by our
corporate requirements) took place during the February meeting. Jim O'Brien gave a brief recap on the reasons for the
January cancelation and made a sad announcement that
Sylvia Caiazzi passed away last Tuesday after a long illness.
Sylvia is the wife of Dario Caiazzi, who was present at the
meeting this evening. Our club members gave Dario our
sincere condolences.
We moved onto the secretary’s report for the Dec.
2010 meeting. Treasurer Jim gave 3 Treasurers’ reports ;
December, January and the 2010 Annual Financial Report.
Jim gave a very extensive recap with comparisons for this
year vs. years past on key spending items. This is a really
important highlight to show how things were trending.
Naturally, donations were trending low due to slower economic
activity. However, meet attendance was very high this year
and it showed with high intake in the novelty, raffle and cook
tent sales. As usual, the Coke machines do very well. VP Joe
posed an interesting question to the Treasurer for an opinion.
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Can the club survive with just dues and some end of the year
donations, without the revenue generated from meet attendance? In short, what happens to the WLS as we know it
today if revenue streams dry up? The reason for the question
was due to the possibility of an increased bad economy, and
prolonged bad weather, and possible general apathy.
President Jim gave the short answer that WLS will most likely
survive the year, but the usual modest club improvements and
enhancements will not occur, and possibly, general maintenance funding will be greatly reduced. What really saves our
financial stability is our tax exempt status. Can you imagine if
we had a yearly tax burden to have to satisfy? There will be
more analysis on this subject in the future by the officers, but
the big question will be: where does the money come from to
fund this operation as we know?
On another subject from the treasurer's annual report
was our insurance coverage and cost. This is a very common
concern among all the live steam clubs across the country. It
seems that WLS is very fortunate in this regard with adequate
coverage and stable costs. Our officer’s rapport with the
underwriters have been building throughout the years.
Our Superintendent of Maintenance, Marc, gave us a brief
update on track activity. Naturally, there were no scheduled
work days at the track. Marc noted that there was a problem
with the lift at the New Year’s day meet. Seems the problem
is with moisture freezing in the air line preventing the lift from
moving. There was limited discussion on this and some suggestions thrown out from some members on this, but Marc
and the maintenance gang will try to figure out a cost effective
solution for this. It may be that there will be no reasonable
cost for this solution as it only effects a single low turn out
event for the season. There are only 2 items left on the electrical punch list involving the main panel and some items in the
Hilton. Marc also expects he’ll have the electric documentation for the club property done by May. President Jim will provide a layout of the property as we know it now to help Marc
complete his schematic. Marc has asked Ian Fisher and others that participate in the coal delivery to design a coal bin
cover to eliminate the tarp covering we have. The Wednesday
gang will build the cover to suit the best needs.
We have learned that the long planned Holliston
Historic Society train show planned for Feb.19 has been canceled. Weather related public safety concerns were cited for
this decision. The meet organizers will look into moving the
meet up to April or May; a lot has to do with hall availability.
The New Year’s meet was an outstanding success, partly due
to the mild weather. President Jim thanked the all important
snow removing crew for their hard work, particularly Tony
Raiano for plowing the property. Other snow removers were
Marc and Brandon Arsenault, Jay Berry and son, Alex Karnes,
Dick Ball and Joe Ng. Delicious hot treats in the Hilton were
prepared by Pam O’Brien, Kathy Arsenault and Dan Connor.
A key highlight was the recognition of Joan Raiano for her
many years of dedicated service to WLS with her tireless work
in the cooktent.
Life member Bud Hansen is recovering from a broken
hip. Members will remember Bud as a very active highline
guy at the old Norfork St. track with his 3/4” scale camel back.
Bud is now living at the Concord Health Center. Bud loves to
receive cards and letters. Bud is also a member of Northeast
Live Steamers and the group is planning to have it’s club
meeting this coming Sunday at Concord Health Center so Bud
can attend. WLS members are welcome to attend.
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Peter Watson of the NMRA will be working with
President Jim to firm up the group visit date for the upcoming
VanBrocklin meet. The Big Train Operator meet for the car
meet is still on schedule. Visits like this are important because
it generates goodwill, possible new members, increased revenues, and above all, shows that WLS is a leader in the hobby.
The Metropolitan Water Works Museum will have their
grand opening on March 27, 2011. Dave DeWitt is the director,
and many may remember that he was introduced at a WLS
club meeting over a year ago by Howard Gorin. The museum
is located in Chestnut Hill, walking distance from the greenline
Cleveland Circle stop. There are some fine examples of steam
pumping engines on static display.
Entry codes will be changed next month. Your code
will be on the bottom of the newly issued membership card. Of
course, you have to be current with your dues to get the new
code. President Jim is making an advanced request for help in
meet organization, particularly experienced members to help
with opening and closing the facility on event days. Our
President usually gets saddled with job and it winds up to be
an extremely long day. So, experienced members, please
come forward and lend a hand.
On a very happy note, we are pleased to wish Arthur
Butler a very happy 90th birthday. We had a birthday song
and cake for Arthur. Arthur gave us some remarks for success
with longevity and it seems to be working great!

Joe Cardelle showed a 3/4” scale tender in progress.
Joe Ng showed a newly built 1.5” cow catcher (pilot) for an
American restore. Bill Gagne was sporting a belt buckle he
fashioned from a 3/4” bronze driver wheel. There were loads
of surplus tooling for sale at spectacular prices. VP Joe gave
brief demo for vinyl lettering for live steam.
And, last, but not least, it was Officer election time
again. There was no opposition to the slate of: Jim O’Brien,
Pres., Joe Ng, VP, Jim Abrams, Treas., and Ian Fisher, Sec.
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1. Bill Gagne is sporting some heavy metal. Bill made his belt

3.

buckle from a 3/4” scale bronze driver. 2. Detail of the heavy
metal. Accessories like this can give Bill some extra protection at times. 3. Joe Ng shows a cowcatcher (we know it’s
called the pilot) for his 1.5” scale American. 4. Joe Cardelle’s
tender in progress for his 3/4” Northern. 5. Lots of swap
action in the kitchen area before the meeting starts. There
were some really good buys as members were clearing out
some excess tooling. 6. Don Ritchie shows a Stuart 10V. We
understand that this engine was given to him, don’t know if it
was sold that evening. 7. What is in Howard Gorin’s palm?
1.5” scale door hinges for a caboose project. The holes for
the hinge pin has been cored, wow! 8. VP Joe shows that
there is no mystery to vinyl art/lettering in a brief demo.

March Meeting

4.

5.
6.
7.

President Jim started the meeting with an announcement that Joan Raiano is now resting at home as comfortably
as she can. At this time, Joan would love to get your card or
letter or phone call. The Secretary and Treasurer’s report
were accepted and Superintendent Marc gave a brief
maintenance report. The big concern was the abundant snow
and the possible damage to our many structures. Walkthroughs by Marc, President Jim, Pat Fahey and others have
reported that all is well with just a lot of small fallen branches.
Roofs are holding up well. Pat Fahey was even able to get
into the engine house on March 7 and all was well inside.
Marc reports that the Coke machine was still running and
Pres. Jim added that the power may have gone out for a little
while because a couple of cans of soda in the lower rack of
the machine had froze. We were all amazed to hear the soda
machines have heaters in them along with refrigeration. Some
WLS members paid a visit to Life Member Bud Hansen who
has moved into a rest home in Concord. Bud is doing well and
enjoys receiving cards and letters from club members. His
address is:
Walter (Bud) Hansen
Concord Health Care Center
57 Old Rd. to 9 Acre Cor., Concord, MA 01742-3317
Moving quickly into new business, President Jim noted that it
was very important for more members to be participating in
the spring clean up (this is of course after the anticipated
flood recedes). Jim is encouraging new members and other
club members to try to be more available to come to the club
for a work day or two if their schedule permits. Meanwhile
President Jim and VP Joe will be working on a fundamental
training program for members not familiar with highline and
groundline running.

Waushakum Journal
March Meeting

cont.
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west coast (Jack’s home club is LA Live Steam) on this
project.

New entry codes will be on your 2011 membership
cards if you are current with your dues. Cards will be mailed
out this weekend by Treasurer Jim. The Grand opening of the
Metropolitan Water Works Museum is scheduled for March 27.
This should be a must see for live steamers as there are only
a few remaining static displays of pumping engines left. The
Charles River Museum of Industry and Innovation will be
sponsoring a big event called International Steam Punk City
on May 6,7,8. This city wide event will raise money for the
museum to help pay for reconstruction from last year’s flood
damage when the Charles River overflowed. Ellen Hagney,
the Museum’s director hopes that WLS can be involved with
the event by displaying equipment or possibly running a locomotive on a portable track. The Museum is a 501(c)3 organization and quite a few WLS members are members of
NEMES, which is housed in the Museum. Dick Boucher, WLS
member and also president of NEMES announced that
Clarke’s trading post will run their Lombard steam log hauler
on March 19-20. Joe Cardelle generously donated a gift certificate from his Cape Cod restaurant THE WATERFRONT for
WLS to raffle off. This generated $48.00 for the club! A big
thank to The Waterfront and the boss, Joe Cardelle.
Joe Cardelle is showing off some spectacular Ebay
finds. A 3/4” scale brass slope back tender. It’s not a Kozo
design, although many thought it was due to the immense
popularity in the Pennsy switcher build article. The tender has
intricate rivet work with lots of working detail. The aged patina
on the tank is beautiful. No paint please. Joe also showed
some 1” scale blow down valves, a left and right side version,
also acquired on EBAY.

Joe Ng is doing some metal plate etching. This started when Joe wanted a bronze number plate (5356) for his 1.5”
scale Black Five. The first attempt came out pretty well and
that led to some more samples with much smaller type shown
in a couple of examples done in brass. Anyone need a
builder’s, number or owner s plate etched in brass?
Contact Joe.

Howard Gorin is showing some very small treasures
in his parts box. These are 1.5” scale lost wax bronze castings of a lock and door hinge assembly for a caboose. He is
working with associate member Jack Bodenmann, from the

Jim Abrams shows a newly acquired 3/4” scale
VanBrocklin style pump for his highline Hudson. Spring is
here, so maybe we’ll see Jim on the highline again.
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Joe Cardelle drew the winning raffle ticket for the dinner gift
certificate to his Cape Cod restaurant The Waterfront. The
winner was Bob Foster, coming forward to receive his certificate. The raffle took in $48.00 for WLS.

2011 NEMES show
The NEMES show took place on Feb. 19, at the
Charles River Museum of Industry & Innovation in Waltham.
There was a great WLS presence there with Jim O’Brien, Joe
Ng, Mike, Bea & Dick Boucher, Russ Steeves, Bill Miller, Dave
Hearn, Fred Jaggi, Rob McDougal, Howard Gorin, Dave Bono,
Les Russell, Dick Hubbard, and I hope I did not miss others
that may have come later in the day. There were a few tables
of exhibits that caught the Editor’s attention and we’re able to
provide photos and some information of interest, so please
read on.
Bill Dery of Hamilton, MA is working on a 1.5 in scale
Challenger (4-6-6-4). This will be Bill’s first engine build and

he is working with the guidance of Dick Boucher. Bill is a
physicist and has started to accumulate a wide array of shop
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equipment to help in this endeavor. He is showing just a little
of what he has accomplished in a one year time period at the
NEMES meet. When you are working in this large scale with
this particular model, it is a job just to transport some finished
parts to a show. Shown is the front chassis. The frames are
water jet cut from 3/4” steel. The finish is realistic on the nonmachined surfaces. Also in the photo are a couple of the drivers. Bill tells us that they are Blanchard ground, so all 12 of
the drivers are the same thickness. The axles have two 3/16”
keys on each end, adding a great deal more complication to
the quartering process for your average live steam builder. To
further complicate matters, when broaching the keyways in the
drivers, not only does one have to precisely locate the first
key, but the other key at 90 degrees on the same driver side
has to be precisely located. When your editor questioned Bill
about the procedure involved in this, Bill said that this was
done by the use of precisely made jigs. The castings are
made by Roger Goldmann and the boiler will be made by
Marty Knox to ASME code. The grate area will be almost 2
sq. ft. in the planned steel and copper tubed boiler. Bill is also
planning to have this loco be a coal burner. He noted that
there are 6 Challengers being built in the US currently and all
are oil burners except for his. Coal was prototype practice.
Some railroads converted to oil burning later on in the life of
the engine, and we understand some railroads converted back
to coal. Bill tells us that he would to plan on having a working
stoker for this engine. Bill’s timetable for completion (it’s never
really done, but ready for its first steam up) will be in about 4
years. The chassis will be able to be rolled in about a year.
Your VP has invited Bill down to WLS to try it on our layout.
This is a wonderful start to what will be a magnificent
model when completed. Your humble editor had offered a
couple of thoughts that he feels will help with the final presentation. Since we are model builder, paying particular attention
to the finish & graphics and use model hex and castle nuts
where they will be showing will be important. Also, extensive
documentation of the process would be desirable. The forementioned, and among other things can make the difference
between a nicely executed model and a masterpiece, which
would no doubt have a higher potential for commanding more
dollars in the event of a future sale.
The Journal takes a keen interest in this ambitious
project, and as in the past, will hope to report periodic updates
on the progress. In real life, this mid 1930’s locomotive had
over 250 made, with UP having the most of them.
It was such a pleasure to see this level of energy in
our hobby.
Also at the museum, we stumbled upon a rusting
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1.5” scale Consolidation chassis. Looks like the machining
was of somewhat decent quality when it was done, way back
when, but the conditions it was stored in did not seem optimum. Word has it that this belongs, or belonged to Howard

Gorin. Our former WLS president and NEMES member, Russ
Steeves is showing a 1:1 scale model of a thunder mug. In
it’s time, this device would be loaded with gunpowder and a
short fuse would ignite, giving a very load bang. This was
used in shipping as a warning device. The bigger the sound
the better. Russ’s model fires a 12 gauge shotgun shell
(blank). It is machined from solid brass bar and the handle
was pressed in with loctite.

Larry Fahy of Philadelphia is showing off has spectacular carpentry shills with a Chloe cab made from scrape exotic materials. (your editor is a real admirer of things made from found,
recycled, or scrape materials). If you can see this in color on
the web, the wood is all natural color using ebony for the
black wood, paduak for the main frames, and cocobolo for the
tongue and grooved panels. Larry did all the millwork in his
home shop. The white inlay is elephant ivory from and old
piano key and the decorative brass railing work is from discarded clock parts. Hinges are from Micro Market and the
clear glass is from a stain glass shop, which has a period
appearance with the minute air bubbles and slightly frosted
appearance. The roof is stretched denim and then painted
over, gives a nice scale appearance.The brass tender is a
restore project for a 3/4” scale B&O Pacific. Larry has been
invited to our meets and if one of his engines is ready, to
come on down to run.

2011 Dues are now overdue!
Please fill out the coupon and submit with your payment to our Treasurer. Be sure to check the box for receiving your future
Journal by email. Membership cards will only be issued if you are current with dues/rental payments. Entry codes to facility buildings
will be changed this spring and your code will appear on your 2011 membership card. And, as usual, tax deductible contributions are
always welcomed at WLS!
cut here

2011 Waushakum Live Steamers Annual Payment Coupon
Name
Annual
Dues
Street
Engine House
Rental
City, State, Zip
Contribution
Email
Telephone (Land line and Cell)

In the future, please send newsletter by email

Full $100.00

Affiliate 15.00

Life

Junior 15.00

Associate 50.00

Honorary

Engine House Rental 50.00

Please make check payable to:
Waushakum Live Steamers, Inc.
Dues are due by January 31, 2011
Total
Enclosed
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Les Russell is working smaller these days as most fellas are
shying away from heavy lifting. Les is showing one of the
smallest engines at WLS during last year’s Car Meet. We
caught up with Les at the NEMES show to get more info on
the little engine. It has a 1/16” bore and stroke. Made mostly
of brass with a stainless steel piston and a drill shank for the
crank. The screws are 000-120 and there are a few of them
to hold the engine together. When showing this engine, Les
always supplies a magnifying glass. Les did this build using
his favorite equipment, a 12” Harrison lathe and a Bridgeport.
This engine was featured in vol. 1 of Steam and Stirling
engines you can build. Les also shows a spare set of
skewed bevel gears for his Kozo Climax build from years ago.
Remember those Kozo Live Steam articles? Skewed bevel
gears were the talk of live steam. At one time at our Annual
Meet in Norfork St., your Editor was talking to a purchasing
Manager for a National company who said that he could find
any item off the shelf. Well, he obviously does not know live
steamers. As many may have remembered, there was a
world wide search for these gears and it seems Kozo had to
machine them in his home machine shop, thus generating
many wonderful articles about making these gears at home.

Chloe cab detail

Howard Gorin shows more bronze casting for his 1.5” scale
Westinghouse Compressor. Howard has been working on
this project for some time.

cut here

Dues payment, Engine House rental and WLS member information coupon
is on the reverse side. Please mail back with payment (if applicable) to:

Waushakum Live Steamers, Inc.
P.O. Box 6034
Holliston, MA 01746
Attn: Jim Abrams, WLS Treasurer

How have you contributed to Waushakum recently?
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By Pat Fahey
On the drawing board of certain railroads in the
United States and Canada were steam locomotives that
were to be built, but never made it pass the drawing stage.
This article will cover a few of the railroads that were getting
ready to build these new locomotives.
First we will look at the New York Central Railroad.
As we all know, the NYC was famous for their Hudsons. But
besides the Hudson type, they had a good many Pacifics,
Mikes, and others.
Well, in March of 1945, the Central had on the
drawing board a 4-4-4-4 Class C-1A non-articulated duplex.
This engine was very similar to the Pennsylvania Railroad
Class T-1.
The Pennsylvania engines were built by Baldwin
Locomotive Works, in April,1942 and in May,1946. The last
T-1’s would be built in Altoona at the company own shop
during August, 1946.
This New York Central loco would have a Baker
valve gear instead of poppet, and would have a centipede
tender. This type of loco was a proposed expanded
Niagara.
The next proposed engine was for the Erie
Railroad, they planned to have Baldwin Locomotive works
built them. It would be a 2-10-4, just a bit bigger than those
running on the Santa Fe Railroad. The drawing shown in
the book has date 10/25/29.
Also another engine that was in the works for the
Erie was a 2-6-6-4 articulated loco with 70” drivers also to
be built by Baldwin, drawing date 1/18/29.
The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad had one of the
most unusual engines. It was to be built as a streamlined
loco, a 5800 Class W-1 with a wheel arrangement of 4-2-22-2-4, it was a 16 cylinder engine with no connecting rods
between the four pair of drivers, and the plan was to use a
geared engine on each axle. This engine was to be made in
the railroad’s own shop. The boiler and the frame was
started but was never completed.
The last engine that we will look at will be in
Canada on the Canadian Pacific Railroad, the CPR had on
their drawing board a Q-1 2-8-4 to be built with 63” drivers
of an H.R.Bowen design.
Also Mr. Bowen had a design for a Pennsylvania
non-articulated 4-4-4-4 to be built with Walschaerts valve
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gear. This engine was to be built after the war in 1945.
The next loco the CPR was going to build was a new 4-8-4
similar to the ones that the Delaware & Hudson Railroad had,
but of a H. R. Bowen design, that were just on the drawing
board.
This information came from the following railroad
books:
New York Central Later Power
by Alvin Staufer & Edward May
Erie Power by Alvin Staufer & Frederick Westing
B&O Power by Alvin Staufer & Lawrence Sagle
Canadian Pacific Steam Locomotives by Omer Lavallee
Well, there you have it, engines of what could have
been, would they have worked, well that is anyone’s guess.

c

In memory of

c

Sylvia R. Caiazzi
1936 to 2011

c

Proposed, but Never Built
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Wife of WLS Member
Dario Caiazzi

c
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WLS Journal Contributors
In looking back at the many years that the WLS Journal
has been published, the Editor wishes to thank the many contributors for sending in articles of interest. You may be interested to
know that our own Pat Fahey (highline guy, grounds keeper,
librarian and much much more), holds the record for the number
of articles sent in and published...40. We thank Pat for all his
efforts! The Journal encourages all to send in stuff, the members
want to hear about what’s going on.
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Cabin Fever 2011
The 2011 Cabin Fever expo had a significant attendance of WLS guys for this annual field trip. This is a wonderful opportunity, as one member says - to get out of the house
for a while and be with the guys and look & talk about our
hobby.
There were so many WLS guys going, that this
sometimes affects our January meeting attendance. Maybe
we'll have to reschedule our meeting to work around this.
The expo was at the Toyota Arena at York Fairgrounds &
Expo Center, York, Pennsylvania. Once again, there were
numerous displays of some of the best examples of model
engineering in the US. Shown were row after row of tables
with air hook ups to operate steam stationary engines. There
were numerous model steam engines, gas & hot air engines,
airplanes, trains, cars, live steam trains and steam boats in a
large indoor boat pond along with an area for Gauge 1 and
“O” gauge live steam model locomotives. There were numerous vendors displaying their selections along with seminars.
This year, the event even had a huge sand pile setup to
demonstrate a walking dragline. One of the model highlights
was a scale model of a 1932 Duesenberg SJ. The auction
and silent auctions did well and word has it that the prices
offered were much higher than last year. By all accounts, it
was a great time for everyone.

Jim Abrams took many pictures and has some posted on his website http://www.jamesabrams.com/, pass codesteam. Pictures are also posted at the NEMES sitehttp://www.neme-s.org/

Roland at the throttle running on the portable track setup in
the hall.

The Making of a Plaque
When the idea of dedicating the transfer table was
seen by the WLS officers, the VP was put in charge of the
project. We could have followed normal channels and had a
bronze plaque made commercially. But we decided to tap the
unlimited talent of WLS members to get this project done in a
short time. The first hands on this was VP Joe, to create artwork for the plaque. In case people do not know, artwork is
the term used in the graphics industry to identify the original
master, or prototype that is used to generate a copy, or mil-

lions of copies. We are in luck, because this is what Joe does
for work. It was a simply procedure using Adobe Illustrator
and creating a vector graphics file. This is a computer generated file that is an outline drawing that a computer guided
graphics printer or cutter will follow to make the various
shapes, in this case, letters and a boarder. So, the graphics
creation part of the job is done and we get the all important
approval. In the graphics industry, this usually takes the
longest time to accomplish, but the production deadline will
not change. This is the nature of the business and we are
always on print deadline. Now the vector drawing goes to Jed
Weare to generate a CNC program.
Now, Jim Abrams gets the program and he has
already ordered the bronze stock in anticipation of this. Jim
starts cutting on his Prototrak guided Bridgeport and in no
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time, we get a plaque. Actually, it took a lot longer than we all
had guess as Jim told us that the cutting process was quite
lengthy (12 hours total). After the proper depth was achieved
in cutting, the background was filled in with black paint and
the surface of the plaque was lightly polished and edges
cleaned up. It will next go to Ian Fisher, who will do the install
on the transfer table at the track. Meanwhile while all this was
occurring, Marc Arsenault and the Wednesday group was
busy, very busy removing all the built up grease that accumulated on the the transfer table over the years. A pressure
wash and a fresh coat of paint and we were in business for
the dedication at the 2010 Blowdown Meet. Naturally, readers
that are expert in this field would be able to streamline parts of
our process. But for us, this was a real WLS team effort and
we are pleased that this was an in-house job.
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During January and February are slow periods with
work for me, so I have time to work on a short duration live
steam project. I am just about through with my 1.5" American
restore/rebuild (whew) project. Graphics are an important part
of any loco build, so I was looking for a road name, or making
up a road name. Nothing came to mind, or had any significance. I did not want to name it Grandchildren Lines, Beer
Mountain Road, Beaver Valley RR, or Crotch Mountain
Mining Co... you get the picture. I decided to use the Sunning
road name for this locomotive.
Technically, it was not as easy as it seems because I
had to find a computer Chinese font that was to the period.
Then, I had to get the artwork to a stage that can be merged
into my usual graphics production routine. To complicate
things, I can only read simple Chinese characters; one needs
to be able to recognize 3000 characters to be considered a
fair reader. Anyway, I was able to generate the art and cut the
vinyl lettering in my studio. The look is very utilitarian, basic
engine black to the period. The look is accurate because after
they spent $5 million on building a railroad, they better get the
equipment generating revenue fast to get a payback. Gold
lettering and fancy flourishes would surely come after the dividend checks are mailed out to share holders.

Sunning Railway by Joe Ng
When I was a little boy, I often heard my mother tell
about a railroad that was built in front of my grandfather's farm
during the WWI era in China. My grandparents lived in the
Taishan region in southern Mainland China, on the outside of
Guangzhou (or formerly Canton). Remember the Transcontinental RR in the 1860's? The Central Pacific needed a
large workforce to build the western expanse through the
Rockies. Well, all the Chinese railroad workers came from
Taishan. I am fluent in an old Chinese language called
Taishanese, the language of the Transcontinental Chinese
railroad workers and the Chinese gold miners of the California
gold rush. Taishan was the predominant Chinese dialect in
the US up till the 1970's. Mandarin is the predominate
Chinese dialect in the world (1.4 billion+ speakers). Anyway,
back to the railroad. In the 1900's a privately funded railroad
(about $5 million US dollars) was built in 3 stages in the
southern port area of Taishan to develop commerce in the
region, and possibly open a gateway worldwide (today, the
area has grown to a vast commercial center). This was the
Sunning Railway, only 1 of 3 railroads that were being built in
pre-WW2 & pre-Cultural revolution times. Nearing the 1920's,
90 miles of track were completed. Most of the engines and
rolling stock was purchased from the US, but they did have
various pieces from Europe and England. The most significant locomotive order was for more than a half dozen Baldwin
built Moguls. The engines were specially outfitted with
buffers, typical of English and European engines. This was
most likely due to the various rolling stock styles they may
have or anticipate acquiring in their collection. Overseas
industrial exports make significant US news back in the 1900's
and the news appeared in numerous commerce, technical
gazettes and the NY Times. It would be similar in scope to
huge Boeing airline orders of today.
My mother was a young bride in pre-WW2 China and
she tells stories of how the railroad rapidly changed Taishan to
a brisk commercial area. Things were going pretty well till war
broke out and the country was invaded. The Sunning railroad
was abruptly dismantled so it would not fall into enemy hands.
Wars are like modern day divorces, I guess, just when things
are going good.... bam!

Popular Mechanics thru the Years
Here is some really interesting reading. I grew up
reading popular mechanics and popular science at the school
libraries in the 60's. However, the best stuff is earlier than
that. In poking around on the net and reading Chaski's forum,
I ended up finding a link to popular mechanics on google
books:
http://books.google.com/books?id=_90DAAAAMBAJ&dq=popular+mechanics+gas+engine+date:18901910&lr=&num=30&as_brr=3&as_pt=ALLTYPES&source=gbs
_summary_s&cad=0#all_issues_anchor
This link will take you to all the back issues of
Popular mechanics. The repro quality is great and the info is
vital to people involved with model engineering. I stumbled
upon a knurling article in the Aug., 1945 issue. There is loads
of live steam stuff and home construction tips from yesteryear.
The link above is too long to copy, so just google popular
mechanics google books, and you get to the stuff. I know the
modern day terminology (google, link, net) that I use may not
be understood by some of our members. If we ever get a
cable phone line in the Hilton, this is something that can be
taught in a very short live steam teaching seminar if anyone
is interested.
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would have it, we got another 10-16 inches in early Feb. Pat
managed to wade through 3' deep snow and looked over the
place with binoculars. As far as he could see, all was well.
Marc Arsenault was getting his snow shoes ready
along with Art Downer and they were going to hike in to clear
the snow off the roof of the Hilton on Sunday. Luckily,
President Jim went in on Saturday through waist deep snow.
The trek took Jim about 1 1/2 hours. Jim reports all is in order
and that the Hilton has survived deeper snow on the roof in
years past. The following are pictures that Pres. Jim took on
Feb. 5, 2011.

There are many useful articles like the knurling article
in Pop Mechanics. Also, checkout Life magazine for a trip to
the recent past.
I wish I found this link earlier for the January issue so
our members could enjoy winter reading. It's going to be
spring soon and we'll just want to be out at the track running.

Snow Days at WLS
It's the first week of February and we have had many
snow storms, almost one a week and winter is far from over.
There were lots of roof collapses in the news and at this writing, 2/7, Dedham Mall was closed due to 5' deep snow on the
roof. Many members were concerned that the weight of the
snow my put too much stress on the structures at the track.
Our track watcher, Pat Fahey has been keeping us updated on
yahoo groups about conditions at the track. As the winter progresses, the town of Holliston has plowed in our driveway so

there is no access to the property. Pat made his way in with
permission from our neighbors and walked along the power
lines to inspect the property. The snow was getting to be too
deep for regular reports so we thought we received one of
Pat's last reports of the season. WELL, as mother nature

Snow photos on this page by Jim O’Brien
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New Years Meet Derailing
During the January New Year's Meet, we had a little
mishap on the mainline at the yard area. During plowing
operations by Jay Berry, the plow derailed and flattened a
section of rail. Good thing this was just before the switch from
the passenger siding so we could continue running for the rest
of the meet. This repair will allow our track guru Bob
Newcombe a good way to ease back into track work after a
long winter of recuperation.

photo by Marc and Brandon Arsenault

Brandon Arsenault is trying to dig his way into the engine house.
He did not get very far.

Middle rail should be standing vertical as we look down, but it
got flatten. photo by Jed Weare

Another Engine on Air

photo by Marc and Brandon Arsenault

The Journal has learned that Jim Abrams’s 1.5”
scale Hudson chassis is now running on air! This is a big
milestone for builders, and there are few in the club these
days that have achieved this.
Another major milestone one can look forward to is a
successful hydro test to a boiler that he/she has just meticulously built. Just seeing that needle hold it's position on the
guage gives one a tremendous sense of accomplishment.
The Editor's favorite accomplishment is shaking out his first
sand mold of a first pour and having a successful casting!
This is the process that keeps builders working for
years on a project. It will all come to fruition one day soon at
the track during the first successful steamup.

Be a WLS Mentor
Senior and experienced WLS members that run
regularly may want to consider becoming a short term mentor
to other WLS members that have never run. It is estimated
that more than 50% of the WLS members have never engineered on the highline or groundline. So how about it? Can
each one of the regular runners buddy up with some one and
show them around the track?
Don’t know who to buddy up with? That’s easy, contact the Prez. or VP. and we’ll get you matched up.
You’ll be surprised how easy it can be to make
friends at WLS, just bring some coffee, donuts or.... you know.

WLS Mailing List
Along with regular track maintenance work and coordinating the Annual Meet work duties, Dave Remington has
been updating and maintaining our ever changing mailing list
for well over a year. This important administrative task that
Dave is doing insures members are getting their mail.
photo by Marc and Brandon Arsenault
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2011 WLS Officers

A Call for more HELP during our meets

Our WLS Officers were re-elected for 2011. Jim O’Brien
will be serving his 8th year as president. Jim Abrams will be
going on 6 years as Treasurer, Joe Ng on his 3rd year as VP and
the new guy Ian will be going on his 2nd year as Secretary.
Good luck to all the officers in the up coming year. A national
organization leader once told the Editor that if you end the year
with the same amount of members that you started the year with,
you are doing good. If you gain a few members, you are doing
great! So all seems to be going reasonably well.

President Jim has requested assistance from experienced club members to help in opening and closing our facility
during our meets. The volunteers will need to know about the
opening up and closing procedures of the facility. Please see
our President or any of the officers. Thanks in advance for
your help!

New Groundline Engine at the Track
Dan Connor is entering the world of live steam in a
big way. During the Jan. 2011 New Year's Day meet, Dan
had this engine neatly packed away in the back of his pickup.
The newly acquired 0-4-0 Tank engine is 7.25", propane fired
and looks to be Railroad Supply castings. We understand
that this came from out in the PVLS area. By the time we are
reading this Journal, I am sure Dan would have been out at
the track for a test run. We are pretty sure Dan will agree that
steam is where the action is.

êêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêê
2011 Calendar of Events
April Club Meeting
April14
May Club Meeting
May 12
Int’l Steam Punk City - Charles River Museum of May 6, 7, 8
Industry and Innovation, Waltham, MA
Jim Stuart Memorial Spring Steam-up Meet
May 15
(No food, soda only)
June Club Meeting
June 9
10th Annual Van Brocklin Meet
June 26
(Hot Dogs & Hamburgers)
July Club Meeting
July 14
9th Annual Antique Car Meet (Welcome BTO!)
July 30
Held on a Saturday this year to
welcome the BTO convention
(Hot Dogs & Hamburgers)
August Club Meeting
August 11
WLS Annual Dinner (6pm)
August 25
WLS 41st Annual Meet
August 26, 27, 28
56th Anniversary Meet
(Full cook tent, Sat. night dinner)
September Club Meeting
September 8
10th Annual Neighborhood Appreciation Day September 25
(Invitation Only, Hot Dogs & Hamburgers)
October Club Meeting
October 13
Harold Crouch Memorial Fall Blow-down Meet October 16
(No food, soda only)
November Club Meeting
November 10
December Club Meeting
December 8
Note:
May - Oct. meeting held at Hobo Hilton, at the track.
Nov. - Apr. Club meeting held at the Holliston Historic
Society (across from the police station)

êêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêê
For SALE 1.5 inch scale 7 1/4 inch gauge complete Pacific
chassis running on air. Asking price: $ 20,000 or BO. Moe
(Maurice Chaput) 905-690-8516 or mchaput50@gmail.com

Metal Cut off saw
Superintendent Marc wants to know if anybody has a
metal chop saw to donate or loan to the club for spring projects.
If you can help out, please contact Marc or any of the officers.
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Our Good Neighbors by Pat Fahey
The club has been on Karen Circle since we moved
from the club's second home at 370 Norfolk Street in
Holliston, Mass, back in 1995. Back in the early days of the
club, I do not think that we had to worry so much about the
traffic, although I am sure that we did cause problems at
times with the town.
As the club has grown, thanks to the internet, and
word of mouth, the club does not need to advertise the
Annual Meet. This meet that we have will draw lots of people
over the three days.
Now at our new location, off of Karen Circle, our
Annual Meet is bigger than ever. For three days the good
people that live on Karen Circle put up with us, dealing with
the parking, the masses of people, and the late night running
of engines.
Our neighbors on the circle could make it bad for us,
over the three day meet. But we are fortunate to have such
good neighbors, they know this is our only one weekend that
we have to share our live steaming experience to all that are
interested.
But our neighbors on the circle do help us in another
way by just taking a look around. During the year they take
walks to the track, maybe just to exercise and to look around.
Yes the club has NO TRESPASSING SIGNS at the beginning
of our driveway, but the members of the club cannot be there
all the time to watch the place. Even though I do live the
closest to the club, it is the neighbors that I ask if they see
anything wrong or out of place, and if so, to call the police.
What this article is coming down to is this: the club
does need another set of eyes, to watch it. Even though we
have cameras and motion detectors and the such, our neighbors on Karen Circle are our best set of eyes for the club. Yes
we do have NEIGHBORHOOD APPRECIATION DAY in
September after the big meet for our good neighbors on
Karen Circle, but it would not hurt to say THANK YOU.
So as you drive up Karen Circle heading for the
track, it does not hurt to wave and say HI to our friends on the
circle. The neighbors on the circle and within the housing
development of Gorwin Drive and Karen Circle like to see us
up there at the track.
Since the club has been at the new location, I have
only heard maybe one or two complaints about us. The
people on Karen Circle really care about us, even through
they will not say it, but they are glad that we are there, and
not a house.
Over this past winter, with all the snow, wind etc., I
wanted to go up and check the club, but the snow was too
deep to walk up the driveway. So what did I do, I did ask one
of our neighbors if I could cross their property to gain access
to the club. Again the answer was yes, Louis and his wife live
next to the hi-tension wires and let me cross their property.
So just to end this story, we have to be a good
neighbor, and respect our neighbors during the meet, and all
throughout the year. Because there might be a time when we
the club, Waushakum Live Steamers, just might need to ask
for a favor from one of our neighbors. Said enough , Pat.

WLS Library
Our club librarian, Pat Fahey is re-cataloging our collection of RR books in the Hilton library. Some books on his
list have been taken out and not returned. Please return
books when we can get back in the Hilton. Also, please
observe Pat’s sign for not removing some books. Thank you.
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Metropolitan Water Works Museum
The grand opening of the
Metropolitan Water Works
Museum took place on March
27. There was a very large
showing of the public due to
advanced publicity and the
wonderful spring day. The
museum is located at 2450
Beacon Street, across the
street from the historic
Chestnut Hill Reservoir .
WLS members present were
Jim O’Brien, Jon Leiby,
Howard Gorin and Joe Ng.
The collection of steam
powered water pumping
engines housed in the national historical registered site is
awesome. The 2 Large triple expansion engines are over 40
feet tall at street level and the pumping portion of the units
extends down 2 more building levels. The cathedral ceiling
was over 60 feet tall with 2 overhead cranes powered by
hand pull chains for engine service. There were wide screen
video displays showing actors in period costumes reenacting
the public debate about building the pumping station back in
the late 1880’s. The equivalent cost in today’s dollar would
be in excess of $100 million dollars.
The museum is a 501(c)(3) entity, making it a similar
organization to WLS. Their emphasis is historic preservation,
education, public service and having fun along the way. By
all accounts, they are doing an excellent job by bringing a
project like this to realization. It take many millions of dollars,
mostly private donations for organizations like this to continue
to do good work.
There was a very short opening ceremony featuring
some of the key museum founders . The museum opening
was well staffed with volunteers offering refreshments and
directing traffic in the often congested BC/Chestnut Hill area.
There were group tours and lots of well done graphic panels
giving detailed descriptions and explanations of the exhibits.
President O’Brien arrived earlier than the opening time and he
was treated to a small group tour of the entire facility including
going up the many levels of the engine and along the catwalks. In addition, a very nice attraction that was not necessarily part of the museum’s opening ceremony, was an operating Stanley steamer. This vehicle is very quiet and drew a
huge crowd. Perhaps it was because it was operating….
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photo by Bill Wasserman
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Building plaque from the 1888 Water Works dedication (photo by Bill Wasserman), Prez and Jon at the opening (p. 15).
Over looking the cylinders of one of the triple expansion engines from the second level of the building.
Jim and Joe dwarfed by one of the “A” frame legs of a big triple expansion engine.
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